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THE

Vol. XIII

OBSERV✓ER

Gorham, Maine

No. 19

February 15, 1971

Dyer Leaves
Senate Today
by Ei l leen Cus ick
Tcxlay, Monday February 15 ,
Dick Dyer's res i gnation as Student
Senate President goes into eff ect .
and Vice Pr es±dent Darryl Arsenault
will take over. This year's Senat e
has suffered from lack of coverage
thus giving the general student body ,a weak irrpression of it. I
feel the ~tudent Senate has done
many public- services for the college,
including the Ford Film Festival,
Mail call Vietnam, sponsoring the
alumni Christmas edition of the
reserver, and poets Robert Kelley
and 'Ibm Raworth. "Sorre people say
the only thing we've accomplished
is in presenting concerts which
I'm very proud in that it brings
not only entertainrrent, but a sense
of well being throughout the campus, "Dyer told this reporter.
The senate has also recognized
two new clubs ; the Bridqe Club and
Deseret Club (a religious organization for Morrrons) • Through the
senate, many student representatives
sive in years as the fraternity colhave been' s~lected to serve on comlected its 6th str"il..ight Best Sno.,,r
mittees thatl are working to effect
Sculpture award. Enti tled "Silent
the merger.
Death" , the ship carried all the deWe taJlked with Dick for .rrore
tails from forward line rigs to an
than an hour, and afterwards realized
aft deck with srroke stack~ Standing
the only problem would be in descri· 4 feet tall a decks height, its
bing him. Responsible, concerned,
total height was about 7 feet. It
and sincere were our impressions as
stood out far above any other work
we talked with him last week. It
and its rressage combined both the theme was and is very evident that people
of the carnival and of the seventies.
are first and forerrost in his mind.
Andrews Hall candidates Mike
Real relationships are the core of
I.evigne and
were crowned
his thoughts and actions.
King and Queen of the Carnival SaturIn order to present a rrore
day ·night at the Stone Flute Dance
personal image of Dick, we asked those
which was free to all UMPG students.
who have worked closely with him to
The weekend culminated in a
give us their inpressions concerning
concert at Hill Gyrmasium featuring
him and his resignation from the Senate.
Ll.fetine and Red.eye. Music fans
Darryl Arsenault, who will
terrred this as fair and not quite
assurce the presidents post today said,
living up to their expectations.
"Dick Dyer has been president of the
The weather played spoiler for
Gorham Student Senate since May, 1970.
the second consecutive year but for
During this period we have seen Gorwhat was forecast as a loser, this
ham emerge from its role as a state
Winter Carnival managed to make it
college to one in a rrerged university
on its own.
system. This has been a trying tine
for all concerned: Administrators,
faculty, and students. It has been
especially hard for students to adapt
to this new situation .. • In this time
of change the Gorham students looked
for leadership. They found this leadOn Page 4 through 12 of this week's
ership in Dick Dyer.
issue the OBSERVER has run the full
Dick has done a thankless job
text of Parts I to IV of the Ad Hoc
admirably. · The students of 'this camCommittee on University Governance.
pus ¼'ere first and forerrost in his
It is our intention that you should
mind ... He is a sincere person who
be able to read the report and conis concerned with his fellow man."
tribute at the hearings this Friday
Another senator added, "he has
(Open Hearings) if oy are a student
had the problem of the rrerger and
with the fact that he was dealing
or at the Department and Discipline
with only "temporary" persone ll. ..
hearings if you are faculty •..
I hate to see Dick leave because I
***********
feel not only are we losing a good
Editorials ................ Page 2
president but also a good person who
Holt Finds Closings and Breaks Not
cares about people and this univerappealling •.. • •. • ......... Page 3
sity•
Dyer Jnterview ..•.. . .•.... Page 16

Winter Carnival Makes
A Pleasant Surprise
Surviving what at first appeared
t o be no preparation at all, the 1971
Gorham Winter Carnival successf ully
withstood a heavy Saturday rain to
help the carrpus celebrate during the
annual festival rites.
For the first tine in several
years, every available snow sculpture
site was taken as over one hundred
persons piled, shovelled, and chipped
out various forms from the snow -cover
all about carrpus.
Variety on the
theme "Sounds of Silence" was well
evident as the shapes took place from
the piles of snow. Hands in prayer
were constructed in front of Robie
while TKE built a huge peace syrrbol
with a dove in the middle and Buddah
at the top loolking over Russell Hall.
A massive reproduction of Corthell
Hall was Phi Mu Delta's entry but
Delta Chi's 45 foot oil tanker spewing into a bay where a dead whale
and dolphin lay was the rrost striking.
This last one, on the east side of
W:x:x:lward, was one of the rrost impresSecurity Checks in Library
Starting Tue:,dal1. February 16,
a full time security guard will be
stationed inside the entrance of the
_ library to chech all books leaving
the library. There will be provisions
made for leav:i.ng articles, which the
owner doesn't want inspected, outside the library at the owners risk..!
Cooperation on everyones part will
be expected and appreciated. This
drastic measure was brought about
by the fact that each year approximately 1,000 books are stolen at the
cost of about $12 a took.
The Library Newsletter is quoted
as saying "We have reached the point
at which the salaries of the guards
will cost less than half the value
of the materials we have been losing
the pas t several y ears. 11

In it ...

o

Campus Comments .. . ........ Pa ge 15
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II

EDITORIALS
Power: The Wise Use 'It ·Well
"Be forewarned, young man" co uld
have been the byword of yesteryear and
in contex t, applies very much tod ay.
Ma n has inevitably, however, accepted
the fact that change and progress towa rd a better world were rested in the
h ands of the youth. Accepting this
as so . stated, let us move on, although
certain qualifications should be made
on this statemen"t. With few ex cei,-tions this f a ct applies to a generally responsible younger generation,
but inevitably always rests in their
hands.
Further on the subject we find
that many o f the so-called "lib"
movements evolve from numbers of
mo re y outhful or y o~th oriented groups.
This might serve to ex plain the
phrase , "When I was your age, I ... "
and so on. So it is that today's
y outh have inherited the wind _and ·
will fa shion their own device s for
ch a nnelin g it use f ully and construetiv ely .
The basic problem th a t st and s

before any of the~e power: groups
is 'how far is too far to carry
change or liberation' in the presence of other generations. We
are seeing the day in _w hich changes
are taking place so fast that even
the younger generations are taken
aback by the spirit of hte moment.
It is here that the question of
quantity and not quality arises:
Could it be that too much power is
delegated too soon? Perhaps Mrs.
George Romney is correct in saying
that older generations are giving
up too much too soon. Here moderation is the key factor.
It is time
to study the situation and, if necessary, not to remove power from
the~e groups but rather to re-evaluate
the cop.ditions present and direct a
new course as originally set.
One incident that comes to mind
is a recent statement made by Sen.
Barry Goldwater regarding a possible draft of women into the armed
forces.
In the manner of an off the

An Opportunity f or""c
Public Service

Tribute
to a
Hard Worker
We note with regret the resignation of Richard Dyer as Student Body President at the Gorham
Campus. Although his term extended
6 months at the most, we feel he
did his damndest to do a good job
and act as he felt was right.
He came in at a time when
the merger was first going into
effect---the administrative join; ng of UMP and GS(', Many ti mes
hi s plans were stifled not by
lack of foresight but ty lack
of ti~e. We admit his public
rel ations wayn't strong, but that
was n't his (or Cote's) fault. He
still had a· lot of courage to ~o
on when thin gs got touqh all the
way around this fall .
We thank Dick fo i the good
job he has done this y_'ear; for
ma kin q the Senate a viable and
workin g orga nization after its
s lide into a "cir-nothin g" status
last year. He did his best, and
it was enouah. He just didn't
getthe support one needs in the
position that he held.
Now we find for the third consecutive year · our student president failing to finish his term.
We can hardly blame any of them.
Perhaps it speaks for the touqhne ss of the Gorham job. The toll is hea vy: Dick knows it
vie 11 .

cuff joke he quipped that with things
as they are now it would be volatile to place M-16's in the hands
of women. Certain angry women in
his constituency took high offence
at the joke and requested an apology.
It seems that when the day comes when
we (any of us) in a similiar quandary
are unable to laugh at ourselves once
in a while, our • perspective on the
issues at hand are iessened considerably, and our views distorted.
This is not merely one incident.
There are others; not all of them
concerned with humor.
_ Students today have more power
and influence on the processes of their
own educations than ever before. If,
perchance, this power is misused or
the nature thereof misunderstood,
then the dilemma resulting could
destroy partially or totally the use
of that influence or power in the
future.
It is time to be wary of
what we have and how we use it, lest
we lose it.

An Open Letter to th e Greeks:
The retarded children of Maine ·
are as k in g for y our help. They are
being sponsored hy the Maine Snecial
Olympics Committee which ·was formed
last winter.
Last Hay, over 1,000 mentally
retarded boys and girls throughout
Maine gathered in Portland for two
days of swimming an~ track and field
compe t i .: ion. The committee provided
them with lunch and banquet-styl e
dinner along with hotel accommodations for over 200.
Once again this year Portiand
will play host to the Maine Special
Olympics. The committee is anticipating close to 1,20n ~ompetitors.
Our plans call for offering four
meals as well as overnight experience
for all competitors.
Our greatest task is to raise
sufficient funds to pay for this
µroject.
The J o seph . p·. Kenne~ly Jr.
Foundation will orovide a gra~~ of
$ 1,000. We ha~e also received a
grant of $600 from the Mai.De State
Tlepartment of Mental Health's Grant·in-Aid Progeam. Our estimated b udget
at this time calls for $12,000 to
cover cost of housin g , fo6d, staff,

postag e, supplies, insurance, and
ot he r mi s cell a neous expenses.
Ve are appealin~ to y ou o n be half of these children for financial
assistance in order that Ma y 14th
and 15th will he two dais that retarded younr, sters in Main'e will not
for g et. Fund raL-. ing· projects could
be developed through y our own or~anizations. If you are interested in
this plan, would y ou he 1-:ind e nour,11
to forcward a ny funds rai s ed to the
be low address by March 31, 1 971.
Checks . should be made out to Maine
Snecial Olympics.
Our deepest appreciation for
anythin g you can do to h e ip th e se
children.
Sincerely y ours,
Marshall E. Bean
Virginia WhHcomb
Co-chairm ~n,, Fund Raisin g Committee
~ aine ~pecial Olympics
Ad dress· i s:
188 Main S treet ,
Gorham, ' 1ain e 0403 8
Or contact Ke rry Pries t
703 Towe rs B

.
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As

See11

by HOLT

In the last issue of the OBSERVER,
one of the editorials coomented on the
generally deplorable condition of the
lounge. Conditions on any given night
within the lounge were far from tidy--beer and wine bottles scattered about
the television area, paper cups and
cigarette butts lying all about, and
coffee st a ins found on the couches
and chairs on the lower floor. After
the editorial, the OBSERVER recommended that the lounge be closed to the
general student body at 9 p.m. if
the students didn't take care of their
refuse and trash and if there was not
an immediate change in the visual
state of the lounge.
However,the use of the lounge
depends directly on the uses the general student body can put to it .•.
When the lounge snack bar is closed
at 12 midnight, there are usually
very few students remaining who wish
to get food. Thus, in the past much
of the trash left lying around had
accumulated between 9 and 11 o'clock-with student gatherings in the lounge
being less frequent af~er 11. Regardless of this, the snack bar was
generally assumed t p have stayed open
until midnight, which was a reasonable time to remain open because few
persons would come in after that.
But, on Friday and Saturday nights
of this past Winter Carnival Weekend,
the snack bar was closed at about 9
p.m. on both nights--once because the
girl in charge felt there was little
student flow into the lounge that
night, and on Saturday because that very
same girl wanted to attend the dance
being held at Hill Gym!
I conducted nearly a dozen onthe-spot interviews with students from
all four classes. The comments made
by one girl exemplified the opinion.
"I don't see why they - couldn't keep
it open. We all thought it was supposed to be open till 12 o'clock

anyway. Personally, I would like to
see it open after all social events
anyway even if it had to be closed
during the event. A lot of kids come
out of a dance hungry and don't have
anyplace to go for food ... " except
the lounge.
_
This has taken place in the past
fairli often (early closing), particularly on weekend nights. The
agreement which the students felt was
valid was that the lou·n ge snack bar
be open until 12 o'clock at night
seven days a week ~ It is rather disconcerting td note that the individuals left in charge felt it necessary to close up th~ snack bar early
without any apparent concern for · students who want to use the facilities,
and also closed without informing
appropriate members of the admini
stration or food service.
Last Saturday night the bar
was left a mess. At approximately
10 minutes of 12 a person not connected with UMPG smashed the top of
the ice cream fre~zer in and made off
with several cases of ice cream which
were dispersed of in a nearby dorm.
It is an open question ·as to whether
this regrettable incident would have
occurred if the area had been open.
As a result of this incident,
there is a possibility that the lo\
may be closed much earlier in the
evening. This, in effect, woulf be
depriving students of priviiages
which in the majority of case s has
not been abused.
This writer believes that the
students be informed of the exact
opening and closing times of the
lounge and that these times be adhered to. Perhaps then individual
and group rights will be acknowledged
and we can avoid another "mess" as
the one we have just been through.

INTERVIEW FOR SEPI'EMBER

TEACHER OPENINGS

* **
Mr. Wright, Superintendant of
Schools; Windham, Maine, will be on
·carrpus Friday, February 19th to intervier.v prospective teacher candidates for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade
positions opening in the fall. All
interested candidates should contact
the Placement Office for an appointment and intervier.v rraterial.

g o r.

0oils!..t'rom the sole
oP tt11..1 fu:>t unto my
crownfNot to mention
What:s eating the Uiert or my oxen &
~,Job'?

asses ... myservants
slain with the edge al!

INTRAMURAL _BASI<fil'BALL
Eve:ry .t-bn. & VE<l. evening
wanen's gym 7:00p.m. (Except
Feb. 8)

1st rreeting on Feb. 4
INI'RAMURAL BAIMINTON

Eve:ry 'I\lesday evening
W:nen's gym 7:00p.m.
1st rreeting on Feb. 16th

the sword ... the great wind
which smote the :roor comers
~ the house containing my
children ...et cet.er8! WHY, Gort?!
I'ttl a nice~low· I eschewet.h
evil! WHY ME t! WI-IV ME?!

A Far Child
a littLe child no longer
beauty demol'ished by destruction
peacefulness dissolved bv war
happiness stolen away by death
innocence melted into survival
love was burned out by naoalm's fire
the stench of a playmates burning
flesh remains forever
laughter iis ~ppeared long ago
lost since the s ,'. reaming and silence
blood, red flowing , stains everythin g
cegging for help, dying voices plea
parents suffocate, gaspin g under the
mass of bombed rumble ·
as their child loo ks on in horror
knowing he can do nothing
only leaves so he's not hit
~
by the nex t bomb me Fnt to save
\
a be a utiful flower, fra gile, youn g ,
a blossom
never to blossom for the chemicals
kill ;, ll ~ · r
plant animal human
North Vietnamese, Vietcong , South
Vietnamese
old man, woman, child
the child hardly more than a bahy
cries out in agony
only to hear laughter echo
as soldiers spray more salvatio chemicals
and thrown more of democracy's warmth
on the people
phospate is .freedom
and the crying child becomes silent
as he runs away _and as an animal
lives to survive among the beasts
and the child learns to hate •••

Debbi Bearce

Power?
Sewanee, Tenn.-(I.P.)
Students voted to retain
their hundred-year-old coat and
tie tradition for classes and
dining at the University of the
South, with coeds to wear skirts
in the same situations. The
girls are only in their second
year here and their dre~s customs
had not been codified.
The faculty received and approved a resolution to support
the dress code by requesting its
observance when necessary. The
existing dress rules as they appear in the student handbook were
modified for more informal occasions.
Although much discussi9n preceded the modification almost all
delegates voted to maintain the
traditional code. The Order of
Gownsmen, th~ older student governing body whose membership is
determined by academic standing,
ratified the Delegate Assembly's
action.

It is of't.et1 diWicult
to argue with t.he
logic oPt1ie

gods.

~

~
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Ad Hoc Committee on
University Governance Report
The next B'pages contain
the draft released last week by the
Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance which has been working since
Sept. 29. \~e have included the t r:anscri pt in its entirety because 1r-1e
feel that to understand the implications of the document one must read
the entire thing. There are many
new cbncepts in it; there are many
old ones. It does not stand as the
final word: Hearings are to be held
this Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

in both Portland and Gorham to recieve
any criticisms the campus community
might have regarding this release.
Part IV, The University, con:- 1
tains the section dealing with the
overall government structure of UMPG.
We urge you to read this section _
carefully and not to judge too hastilly.
You will only have this week to add
what you think belongs in the draft.
For your own interest, attend the
hearings.

MEMBER6---AD HOC COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY .GOVERNANCE
Kenneth Kirmnel---Student Law School
Larry Leone---Student Portland
William J. Hilton---Student Portland
Dorothy D. Moore---Faculty. Portland ,
Craig Dietrich---Faculty Portland
Philip Jagolinzer---Faculty, Portland

Gerald F. Petruccelli---Chairman
Scott R. Alloway---Student, Gorham.
Christine E. Couch---Student . Gorham
Gerrard G. Chamberland---Faculty, Gorham
Melissa H. Costello---Faculty, Gorham
John Mitchell---Faculty, Gorham
Arthur F. Nayo---Administration

PREN1Blf
The President's Ad Hoc Committee on University
Governance, appointed in the fall of 1970, in designing
these procedures, has been guided by certain principlesi.e., certain abstract val~es and certain historical
and geographical conditions unique to UMPG . . The Committee has attempted to embody these principles in institutional form to facilitate the smooth functioning
of the University. However, this effort has been made
difficult by the fact that, in many ·cases, to give full
expression to some principles seriously undermines
others. Therefore, it has been the task of this Committee, and shall be the responsibility of any group
or individuals who apply, develop, - or approve procedures as provided in this document, to attain a balance
which gives the fullest possible expression to every ,
principle and vitiates none. The principles are· the _
fol.lowing:
1.

No procedures shall abridge the civil rights
or the academic freedom of the academic community.

2.

The University is an institution with special
educational functions.
Analogies with ·other
institutions, particularly with the society
as a whole, are frequently no_t valid. Procedures must be designed an~ evaluated for their
application to the functions of other institutions.

3.

It is clear to all that students must be included in the governance of the University,
both because they have something of value to
contribute and because they cannot always rely
on others to protect their legitimate interests.
It is also clear, however, that the
group of students as a whole has no monoply
on insight, expertise, experience, or good
faith and that not all students are equally
well equipped to participate in every
aspect of governance -·- as for example in
curricular decisions in highly specialized
disciplines.
In fairness to faculty tne administrators, it must be recognized that they have
all been students at a number of other universities, but that few students- have · attended
other s~hools or -have been teachers or administrators .
In short, s~udents must be enabled
to participate in governance to the fullest
. extent consistent with their need and capacity
to do so. J

4.

experience in the affairs of, and a long-term
commitment to, the University. Consequently
it should have a heavy influence in decisions
regarding specialized and general curri~ulum?;
evaluation of students, faculty colleagues,
and administrators; and general educational
policy.

The faculty possesses expertise in its various
fields of scholarship and teaching.
It has

5.

Administrators should not be so shackled by
procedures for faculty and student participation that they have no authority and latitude
to keep the University functioning smoothly
and to develop creatively - the institution as
a whole. Nor should the safeguards and committee structure be so cumbersome and timeconsuming that they curtail the academic activ· ities of students, faculty, and administrators.

6.

Since the University is a complex institution
whos·e various parts have special characteristics
and needs, the principle of maximum possible qecentralization of authority will facilitate the
the rational functioning of the University. However, decentralization must not be pursued to
the exclusion.of the overall educational goals
of the University or in a way that undermines ·
University-wide .policies.

7.

As campuses of the University are physically
separated, some procedures, otherwise equitable
and functional, may have to be modified ·to allow
for difficulties which may -arise from di'stance.

DEFmn1a~s
1.

The University of Maine at Portland-Gorham shall be
referred to in this document as the University.

2.

For the purposes of this document, the faculty consists of all persons in the ranks of Instructor,
Assistant Professor~ _Associate Professor, and Professor holding full-time appointments from the President of the University.

3.

For the purposes of this document, full-time students
are those who are enrolled in any degree program in
the University and who are registered in courses
carrying at least seven degree credits.

4.

For the purposes of this document, part-time
students are those who are enrolled in any course
carrying degree credit but who are not full-time
students under 3 above.
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ARTICLE I PREAMBLE AND DEFINITION
Section 1. Preamble. A university draws much
of its strength from the success with which
its departments organize teaching, research,
and service; develop and strengthen their
programs of study; guide and inspire their
students; and encourage creativity and scholarship within their faculties. Accordingly,
provision has been made to give the Department as much authority as possible...in academic, personnel, and other matters, consonant
with the overall purposes of the University
and subject to appropriate review at higher
levels.
Section 2. Definition. The Department shall
consist .of all full-time faculty with the
rank of instructor or above in a field or
fields of scholarship or teaching. The gener~l faculty of each school or college shall
have the authority to recommend to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs the establishment, change, or discontinuance of Depart~
ments.

ARTICLE II PERSONNEL
Section 1. The Chairman. The Chairman shall
be the administrative officer of the Depart~
ment. He shall be a full member of the
Department and shall teach at least one
course per term. He shal l b e comp ensated
in some manne r commensurate with his duties.
A. Selection. The Chairman shall be
appoi ~ted by the President upon recommendation of (1) the Department , (2) the appropr iate Dean and/or Director, and (3) t he
Vice Pres ident for Academic Affairs •. Each
Dep artment shall submit for approval to the
Procedural Revi ew Committee {see Part l V,
Article 111, Secti on 1, A) i t s p rocedures
for making its selection of a Chairman, the
qualifications for office, and the term of
offi ce, and shall provide copies of these
approved rules to all interested persons .
1 . The Department shall provide
a vehicle for meaningful participation by
junior and senior majors and its graduate
students.
2. One member (non-voting) of
the Department's selection group shall be
a member of another Department] this person
shall be appointed by the appropriate Dean.
Since this person shall not be chosen for
h is substantive expertise, he shall be drawn
whereve r poss i ble f r om an unallied field.
3. The limits within which the
Departments may vary their arrangeme~ts are
t _h e following:
a. The term of office may
be 2, 3, or 4 years.
b. The Chairman shali
--serve no more than 3 successive term~.
c. The minimum vote upon
which a recommendation may be forwarded
shall be established as no less than a
majority and no more than two-thirds (2/3)
of the members of the selection group
voting.
d. Once established, the
recommendatiom procedures may be . changed
only upon two-thirds (2/3) vote of the
Department, consistent with all of the provisions of this Section.
B. Dut1es. The Chairman administers the
general affairs of the Department. His duties
shall include, but hot be limited to, the following:
1. He calls and chairs Department
meetings.
2. He maintains the records of
Departmental· faculty, student .l.Jlajors, and of
the general affairs of the Department. He may
explicitly entrust some or all of these duties
to the head of his School or College.
3. He plays a role -in the personnel
recommendations o:E.the Department and in recruiting new faculty. . {See Part I , Article II , Sec tion 2, B, and Section 2, C.)
4. He is an ex officio, voting member of the Department' s Curriculum Committee.

{See Part I, Article III, Section 1, C.)
5. He is responsible for submitting
budgets for the Department and for controlling
the disbursement of allocated funds.
6. He- supervises -the advisory system
for Department majors and for other students
assigned to the Department.
7. He assists the Administration
in the scheduling of the classes of the Department.
8. He makes every effort to aid and
encourage the professional development of his
colleagues and graduate students within the Department.
9. He administers course evaluation
~uestionnaires, as provided in Part I, Ar~icle II,
Section .2, C, 4.
10. He makes every effort to mediate
personal and professional . disagreements within
the Department, and to verify and seek remedies
for complaints.
- 11. He makes salary recommendations
for members of his Department when this duty has
been delegated to him by the appropriate Dean or
Director.
Section 2. The Faculty. The University can educate
and train its students well only if the faculty
possesses knowledge, creativity, and teaching
skills of a high order. Consequently, personnel
procedures must be _carefully designed so that
the University can recruit and retain a strong
faculty. The procedures can contribute to this
result in several ways. First, a faculty member
should be hired only after his professional
q ualifications have been studies and the likelihood of his being an ef:liective teacher and colleague
has been assessed. Second, each faculty member
must have access to information concerning the
quality of his teaching and other duties so that
he may identify his strengths and deficiencies.
Third, each faculty member must be encouraged
and given a re asonable opportunity to correct
deficiencies and perfect his scholarship and
teaching skills. Fourth, service and achievement
must be rewarded through promotions and economic
security. Fifth, the University must have procedures to release from service -those who have
not fulfilled, and show little promise of fulfilling, their obligations to the University.
The Department plays a central role in establishing and implementing these procedures.
A. Rank and Tenure. Academic rank and tenure
in the Department shall not be granted to anyone,
i ncluding administrators, except in accordance
with i ts normal procedures for evaluation and
recommendation as provided in Band C below.
B. Appointments
1. Department Needs. . The Chairman
s hall , in consultation with the Department, identify
needs for new faculty, and shall communicate and .
explain these needs to- the appropriate Dean and
Director~ This shall apply to appointments for
con.tinuing education courses when such courses
carry degree credit.
2. Procedures. When d faculty appointment is authorized in a Department, the
Chairman sha~l organize the ;earch for qualified
qandidates. The Department's procedures for
selecting new faculty shall include, but not be
limited to:
a. review of the complete credentials of the applicant;
b. demonstration, where possible,
of proficiency in the skills and discipline for
which the applicant is being considered;
c. personal interview by faculty
of the Department;
_
d~ personal interview by at
least one undergraduate major and, where appropriate, by at least one graduate student.
In certain cases, such as at
professional conventions, interviews with students
or more than one or two faculty may not be possible. Efforts should be made to provide adequate
travel budgets to prevent such cases from becoming
common and when they occur, deviation from the
foregoing procedural minima shall only be with
the express approval of the Vice President for
Academi c Affa i rs. In no c as e shall a n appointment
with t e nure b e made under such unusual cir cums t anc e s
and in non-te nur e case s app r oval shal l be influenc ed
by the princ iple that the i mporta nce of pers ona l
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evaluation increases as the rank and term of appointment increase.
c. Reappointment, Non-reappointment, Promotio~,
and Tenure.
1. Personnel Records. The Chairman
shall maintain personnel records for each member
of the Department. To keep these records current,
the Chairman shall (1) solicit yearly reports
from all Departmental faculty concerning their
professional and service activities;
(2) file
student questionnaires and other formal evidences
of student evaluation of faculty; (3) collect
and file other pertinent material. A faculty
member shall at all times have access to all his
personnel records.
2. Department Personnel Committee.
a. Each Department shall submit
for approval to the procedural Review Committee
and make known to ~11 interested persons, the
approved cri~eria and method of selection of the
Department Personnel Committee and its procedures.
The Committee may consist of the department acting
as a committee of the whole. Otherwise, it must
be composed of, where possible, at 1 :ast 50%
tenured faculty members and at least one non-tenured
faculty member. The minimum vote upon which the
recommendations may be ~orwarded shall be no less
. than a majority and no more than two thirds (2/3)
of the membPrs of the Committee voting.
b. A Department may join tog·e ther
with a related department or departments for the
pu~pose of making personnel recommendations. In
such cases, the Director, the Dean, or another
person designated by him, s.half perform the duties
of the Department Chairman as described in paragraph c below.
c. Every year the Department
Chairman shall bring the name of every member
of the Department, including his own, -before the
Committee for review and possible recommendation
for reappointment, non-reappointment, promotion,
or tenure. At this time the Department Chairman
shall make the Departmental personnel records
available to the Committee. Evaluation shall
be based on, but not limited to, performance
in teaching, research and other creative activity,
and service to the University and community.
The criteria for evaluating this performance shall
be established by the Department, within the
limitations of University and School or College
policy and subject to approval by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Personnel recommendations made by the Department Personne~ Committee
the Personnel Committees of
and the Personnel Committees of schools of general
and interdisciplinary studies, where applicable,
shall be presented to the appropriate Director
or Dean by the Department Chairman, together with
his own comments and the faculty members' personnel
records.
3. Consultation with Faculty
a. At least once a year the
Chairman shall meet with each Departmental faculty
member to discuss the latter's records, comments, _
· co~plaints, or suggestions by members of . the
University community, and his future plans.
b. Every faculty member shall
be informed personally and in some detail what
is expected of him both at his initial appointment
and periodically thereafter. After each such
conference the participants should normally prepare
an informal memorandum of their understanding
for the faculty member's personnel records. The
faculty member shall be evaluated in terms of
that understanding and ought not to be unfairly
surprised ~y unannounced changes in criteria or
procedure for reappointment, promotion, and tenure.
When changes in criteria or procedure are made,
the faculty member shall be given reasonable notice
and an opportunity to rearrange his professional
priorities acc~rdingly; and it should be understood that for major changes in cri taria s:u ch
rearrangement may take a full academic year or
even, in some cases, longer.
4. Course Evaluation Questionnaire.
Each semester the Department Chairman shall be
responsible for administering to the students
in each class taught under his Department a course
evaluation questionnaire develpped by a committee
of the appropriate College or School.
(See Part
II, Article II, Section 3, D.) The questionnaire
shall be administered either during or after normal .
classroom time as determined in consultation with
1

the instructor. The Department Chairman shall
be responsible for compiling the results and shall
make them part of the faculty member's personnel
file. The results shall be compiled and published
by the University.
5. The Department Chairman and/or
eersonnel Committee shall receive at any time
written or oral statements from any member of
the campus community concerning any member of
the Department. These statements shall be . confidential except that they shall be considered by
the Department Chairman and/or Committee in making
. personnel decisions, and shall be available to
the faculty member concerned. The identity of
anyone submitting such a statement must be made
known to the Department Chairman and/or members
of the personnel committee, but may be withheld
from the faculty member concerned unless an - adverse
personnel decision is to be made based on that
statement.
D. reaching· Loads.
The Department shall recommend teaching loads
and optimal class sizes to the appropriate Director
and/or Dean for transmittal to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

ARTICLE II I ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Section 1. Curriculum
A. Eacp department shall submit for approval
to the Procedural Review Committee its procedures
for making curriculum recommendations and shall
make the approved procedures known to all interested persons. The body which makes these recommendations shall include a reasonable proportion
of the various faculty ranks and provisions for
meaningful student involvement. Specifically,
at . least one student shall sit as a voting member
on the Department Curriculum Committee. The Committee should also make provisions to consult
with student major associations or groups.
B. Recommendations concerning course additions
or deletions, changes in the titles or descriptions
of cours.es, magor and minor requirements and the
establishment of new programs or the discontinuance
of existing programs shall ordinarily originate
in Departments.
C. Committee recommendations concerning the
undergraduate curriculum shall be subject to
review and approval by . the appropriate School
or College eurricu.lum Committee.
Connnittee ~ecommendations concerning the
graduate curriculum ' shall be subject to review
by the Graduate Advisory Committee ~ee Part III,
Article III, Section 3) and approval by the Dean
of Graduate Studies and the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
Section 2. Admissions.
A. A Department may recommend to the appropriate
School or College authority criteria and procedures
for admission to undergraduate programs in acco~dance with the special requirements of that Department.
B. Departments shall determine, in consultation with the University admissions office and
the appropriate., Dean and/or -Director criteria
and procedures for admission to graduate programs
in the Departments.

ARTICLE IV OTHER AFFAIRS

Section 1. Departments may create such other committees, either separately or jointly with other
Departments as are felt necessary.
Section 2. Except where otherwise indicated, faculty
and student members of Departmental committees
shall be elected by their peers. If either group
fails to elect its representatives within a reasonable
time period, the Chairman of the Department shall
appoint them.

PART I I

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

ARTICLE I PREAMBLE AND DEFINITION

Section 1. Preamble. One of the major functions
of the University is to provide programs of professional training. sush programs are organized
into Schools. Another type of academic unit,
providing general and interdisciplinary undergraduate studies, is also organized into a School.
Departments may be grouped together into colleges
in order to relate · their courses and programs
to broader educational goals, to allocate resources
more rationally among them and to facilitate the
administration of their academic personnel and
other .a ffairs.
Section 2. Definition. There are Colleges and
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Schools in a ddition to non-professional schools
for gene ral education .
A. Colleges. The Council shall have authority
to recomme nd the establishment or discontinuance
of Colleges.
B. Schools. Schools which offer undergraduate, and in some cases, graduate professional
programs, but whose courses (with some exceptions)
do not constitute part of the liberal studies
curriculum, are invested with certain curricular
and personnel authority. Schools which offer
professional graduate training ' exclusively are
organized as separate units of the University
with certain curricular and pe.rsonnel authority.
The Council shall have the authority to recommend
the establishment or discontinuance of Schools.
C. Schools of General and Interdisciplinary
Studies. Schools of general and interdisciplinary studies shall offer no professional
courses or professional programs. Their purpose
shall be to provide innovative liberal studies ·
programs and courses. They are invested with
more curriculum and personnel authority than other
schools or colleges. The Council shall have the
authority to recommend the establishment or discontinuance of schools of general and interdisciplinary studies.
D. Membe rship.
In Schools and Colleges with.out Departments, membership shall be defined as
all full-time faculty with the rank of instructor
or above.

ARTICLE II

PERSONNEL

Section 1. The Dean. The administrative officer of
Schools and Colleges shall be the Dean.
A. Selection. The Dean shall be appointed
by the appropriate authority upon the recommendation of (1) a School or College search Committee,
(2) the Vice President for Acade~i ~ Affairs, and
(3) the President. Each School or College after
consultation with the Vice P~esident for Academic
Affairs, and/or the President shall submit for
approval to the Procedural Review Committee its
procedures for the selection -of its Dean, the
qualificatiohs for and the term of office, and
shall make them known to all interested persons.
1. The faculty of all Departments .
within the S chool or Col lege sh a ll be r ep r esented
in th e s ear ~h for , and recommendation concerning,
the Dean. Associate Deans and Assistant Deans
s e rving on a s e arch committ ee shall. n o t s e rve
as v oti ng membe rs.
2. S tudents wi thin the S chool or
Colleg e s h al l h a v e v otin g membe rsh i p on t h e search
committee.
3. One membe r of the s elec tion group
of t he Sch oo l o r College s h all be a membe r o f
a n oth er S c h o o l or Colleg e . This pers o n sha l l
be appointe d by the Vic e P r esident f or Academi c
Affa ir s . Since t h i s ' pe rson s ha ll n o t be chos e n
f or hi s substa ntive expert i s e , he s hal l b e drawn
wherever p oss i ble from ·an un al l i ed field.
4. The limits with i n which S c h ools
or Colleges may vary their arrangements are the
fo l lowing:
a. The S chool or College shall
d etermine the term of office in consultation with
the Vice President for Aca.d emic Affai rs.
b. The Dean shall serve for
no more than twelve succesive years, and no single
term shall be more than six years in length.
c. The term of office of Deans
of schools of general and interdisciplinary studies
shall be three years and they may b e reappointed
for additional term only.,
B.
Duties. The Dean shall administer the
general affairs of the School or College. His
duties shall include, but not be limited to, the
following :
(Those functions which overlap : the functions
of Departments within the School or College
may be shared by the Dean and the Chairman
in a manner acceptable to them and to the
Scl'fool or College and Department faculties.
In suc h cases, authori ty and r esp onsibility
must res i de e xplici t l y in e ither the Chairman o r the Dean. ·
·
1. He c a l ls and chairs School or Co lle ge
me e ti n g s.
2 . He mai n t a i n s S c hool or College record s .
3. He f orwards the personnel recommendat ions
of t he Departments' Personnel Commettees,
together with his own recommendations, to

~·--= ~--= t he -Vice P r esident -- f or Ac ade mi c Af fa i rs .
4.

He i s an ex o fficio - membe r of th e S c hoo l 's
or College 's Curr i culum Commi ttee and
communicates the recomme ndations o f th e
Curriculum Committee, tog e the r with his
o wn re c ommendations, to the Vice President
5. He is r e spons ible for submitting Budgets
for th~ School or College, and for controlling the disbµrsement of allocated
funds.
6. He supervises the advisory system for
the S chool or College.
7. He assists the Administration in the
scheduling of the classes of the School
or College.
8. He makes every effort to aid and e ncourage
the professional development of his colleagues and graduate stude nts within the
the School or College.
9. He makes every effort to mediate p e rsonal
and professional disagreements within
the School or College and to verify and
seek remedies for complaints.
10. He makes salary recommendations in consultation with Department chairmen for
member·s of his S chool or Colle g e .
Section 2. Associate and Assistant Deans. Other
Assiciate and Assistant Deans shall ~erve at the
pleasure of the Dean to whom they report. The
Dean shall consult systematically with faculty
and students about the appointment and continuing
evaluation of such personn~l.
Section 3. The Faculty.
A. Rank and Tenure. Academic rank and tenure
in the Schools and Colleges shall not be granted
to anyone, including administrators, except in
accordance with their normal procedures for evaluation and recommendation as provided in Band C
below.
B. Appointments.
1. Needs.
In Schools or Colleges
without Dep artments, the Dean shall, in consultation with the faculty of the S chool or Colleg e,
identify needs for new faculty and shall communicate and explain these needs to the appropriat e
administrative officers. This shall apply to
app o intme nt s fo r continuing edu cat ion cour ses
wh e n suc h courses c arry degree cre dit , I n S chools
o r Colleges with Dep artments, the Dean shall forward Dep artme nt requ e sts for new fa c ulty , t oge th e r with hi s r e c ommendations , to the appropriat e
a dministrative o f fice r.
·
2 . P r oc e d ures. When a f ac u l t y appointment is a utno r iz e d i n a School or Co l lege
without Departmen ts , the Dean shall organize the
search f or q u a lified candid~t es ~ Each s uch School's
or Col l ege ' s procedures fo r selecting new fac u lty
shall include but n ot be limi t ed t o:
a. revi ew of t he complete credenti a ls o f t he app l icant ;
b. demons tration , where pos sible
of p ro fic i e n c y in the s ki l ls and d i c i p li ne f o r
whi c h t he appl i cant is being considere d ;
c . p e rsona l intervi ew by f aculty
of the S chool or Colle ge ;
d. personal interview by a t
least o n e undergrad uate and, whe r e app r opri a te,
by at least one graduate student in the S chool
or College.
In c e rtain cases, such as at p r o f e s s ional
conventions, interviews with s tudents or mo re
than one or two faculty may not be poss i b l e .
Efforts s h ould be made to provide ade quate travel
budgets to prevent suc h cases from becoming common
and when they occur, deviation from the foregoing
procedural minima shall b e only with the e xpress
approval of the Vice President for Academi c
Affairs.
In no case shali an appointment with
tenure be made under such unusua- circumstances,
and in non-tenure cases approval shall b e influenced by the p rinciple that th e i mportance
o f personal evaluation increas es a s th e rank a n d
t e rm of app ointment i ncreas e.
S chools and Colle g e s with Depar tments may
e stabli s h proced u res to rev iew Departme nt recommen dati ons for ap p o i n tment s or to assis t Depar t ments i n t h es e r e commen d ati ons. Al l such pro~
cedu res sha ll be submitted for approva l t o the
Vice President f o r Academic Affairs. They mus t
be cons i stant with Departmental procedures.
C. Reappointment, Non-reappointme nt, Promotjon, and Tenure for Schools or Colleges
- e;.b

~= .-. rr.ri t

,, · .- - -

without Departments.
1. Personnel records. The Dean shall
maintain personnel records for each member of
the School or College. To keep these records
current, the Dean shall (a) solicit yearly reports
from all School or College faculty concerning
their professional and service activities; ~)
file student questionnaires and other evidences
j f student evaluation of faculty members; and
(c) collect and file other pertinent material.
. A faculty member shall at all times have access
to all of his personnel records.
2. Personnel Committee.
a. Each School or College without Departments shallsubmit for approval to the
Procedural Review Committee and make known to
all interested persons, the approved criteria
and mithod of selection of the School or College
Personnel Committee and its procedures. The
Committee may consist of the School or College
acting as a committee of the whole. Otherwise,
it must be constituted subject to the following
principles.
It must be -elected.
It must be
composed of, where possible, at least 50% tenured
faculty members and at least one non-tenur~d
faculty member. The mihimum vote upon which the
recommendations may be forwarued shall be no less
than a majority and no more than two-thirds (2/3)
of the members of the Committee voting.
b. Each year the Dean shall
bring the name of each member of the School or
College, including his own, before the School
or College Personnel Committee for review and
possible recommendation for reappointment, nonreappointment, promotion, or tenure. At this
time the Dean shall make the personnel records
available to the Committee. Evaluation shall
be based on, but not limited to, the criteria
of teaching, research and other creative activity,
and Service to University and community. The
criteria -for evaluating this performance shall
be established by the School or College within
the limitation of University policy, and subject
to approval by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. Personnel recommendations made by the
School or College Personnel Commettee and the
Personnel Committees fo schools of general and
interdisciplinary studies, where applicable,
shall be presented to -the Vice President for
· Academic Affairs, by the Dean, together with
his own comments and the faculty . members' personnel
records.
3.· Consultation with Faculty.
a. At least once a year the
Dean shall meet with each School or College faculty
member to discuss the latter's record, comments,
complaints, or suggestions, by members of the
University community, and his future plans.
b. Every faculty member shall
be informed personally and in some detail what
is expected of him both at his initial appointment and periodically thereafter.
After each
such conference, the participants should normally
prepare an informal memorandum of their understanding for the faculty member's personnel record.
The faculty member shall be evaluated in terms
of that understanding and ought not to be unfairly
su~prised by unannounced changes in criteria or
procedure for reappointment, promotion and tenure.
Wlen changes in criteria or procedure are made,
the faculty member shall be given reasonable
notice and an opportunity to rearrange his professional priorities accordingly; and it should .be
understood that for major changes in criteria,
such rearrangement may take a full academic year
or even, in some cases, longer.
4. Schools of General and Interdisciplinary Studies.
Faculty members of schools of general and interdisciplinary studies, who are members of Departments, or Schools or Colleges without Departments,
shall be considered for reappointment, promotion,
and tenure by their Department or their School
or College. Each year, before the appropriate
Department, or School or College Personnel Committee meets, the, Deans of schools of general
and interdisciplinary studies shall bring the
names of their faculty members before the Personnel Committee fo the school of general and interdisciplinary studies for review and possible recommendation for reappointment, non-reappointment,
promotion, or tenure. At this time the Dean shall
make the personnel records availabl e to the Com-

mittee. The criteria fer evaluation shall be
established by the school of general and interdisciplinary studies subject to approval of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. Personnel
recommendations wade by the Personnel Committees
of schools of general and interdisciplinary stidies
shall be presented to the appropriate Department,
School, or College Personnel Committee by the
Dean of the school of general and interdisciplinary
studies, toge~her with his own comments and the
faculty members' personnel records •
5. Each semester the Dean shall be
responsible for administering to the -students
in each class taught under his School or C_gllege
a course evaluation questionnaire developed by
·a committee of the same School or College.
(See
Part II, Article II, Section 3, D, 2 below.)
The questionnaire shall be administered either
during or after normal classroom time as determined in consultation with the instructor. The
Dean shall be responsible for compiling the result?
and for making them part of the faculty member's
personnel file.
The results shall also be made
available for publication by the University.
·
6. The Dean and/or the School or
College Personnel Committee shall receive at any
time written statements from any member of the
campus community concerning any member of the
School or College. These statements shall be
confidential except that they shall be considered
by the Dean and/or the Committee in making personnel decisions, and shall be available to the
faculty member concerned. The identity of anyone submitting such a statement must be made known
to the Dean and/or members of the Personnel Committee, but may be withheld from the faculty member concerned unless an adverse personnel decision
is to be made based on that statement.
D. Other Personnel Matters.
1. Any faculty member may submit
to the Dean a recommendation for himself or for
any member of his School or College, if he feels
that proper qualifications are being overlooked.
2.
Course Evaluation Questionnaire
Committees. Each School and College shall form a committee, composed of students,
faculty, and administrators, for the purpose of
developing a course evaluation questionnaire for
use in the courses offered under the School or
College.
(See Part I, Article II, Section 2,C,
4 and Part II, Article II, Section 3, c, 5 above.)
E. Sabbaticals and Leaves· of Absence. Each
School and College shall submit for approval to
the Vice President for Academic Affairs its procedures for recommending sabbatical leaves and
leaves of absence, ~nd shall make the approved
procedures known to all interested person~.
Section 4. Part-time or Temporary Faculty, Teaching
and Research Assistants, and Fellows;
A.
In consultation with appropriate administrative officers, Schools . and Colleges shall
establish procedures and criteria for appointing
teaciing and research assistants, and for granting fellowships.
B. The appointment of part-time or temporary
faculty shall conform to the procedures stated
in Part II, Article II, Section 3, B, above.
c. Reappointment, non-reappointment, or promotion of part-time or temporary faculty shall
conform to the procedures _ stated in Part I,
Article II, Section 2, C above.

ARTICLE III ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Section 1. Curriculum.
In Schools or Colleges without DepartA.
ments, recommendations concerning course and program additions, major or minor requirements, and
changes in the titles or descriptions of courses
shall originate in the School or College. Except
for schools of general and interdisciplinary
studies, these recommendations shall be sub1ect
to review and approval by the School or College
Curriculum Committee. Each School or College
without Departments shall submit for approval
to the Procedural Review Committee, its procedures
for making curriculum recommendations and shall
make the approved procedures known to all interested
persons. The body which makes these recommendations shall include a reasonable proportion of
the various faculty ranks, and shall b e called
the School or College Curriculum Committee. The
Dean shall b e a n ex offi c io me mb e r.
The S chool
or College shall mak e prov isions for meaningful
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student involvement. Specifically, at least one
student shall sit as a voting member of the School
or College Curriculum Committee. The Committee
should also make provisions to consult with student
major associations or groups.
B. Each School and College organized into
Departments may establish a Curric~lum Review
Committee to review Department curriculum recommendations. Each such School or College shall
submit for approval to the Procedural Review
Committee and make known to all interested persons
the approved procedures for doing this. These
procedures shall include the following.
1. Each Departement shall have at
least one faculty representative on the Curriculum
Review Committee.
2. The Committee shall include at
least two students from the School or College.
3. The Dean shall be an ex officio
member of the Committee.
4. The Committee must forward the
Department's recommendations to the Dean, with
or without its own recommendations.
5. Before submitting the Department's
t h e School or College Curriculum Review Committee's,
and his own recommendations to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, the Dean shall give the
Department an opportunity to make written comments
concerninq the recommendations of the School or
College Curriculum Review Committee, if they
differ from the recommendations of the Department.
Section 2. Admissions. Each School and College
shall determine, in consultation with the admissions office, and with the Vice President of
Academic Affairs, and with any appropriate University committee, criteria and procedures for
admission to undergraduate and graduate programs.

ARTICLE IV OTHER AFFAIRS
Section 1. School or College Assembly. Each School
or College shall establish a School or College
Assembly composed of all full-time faculty and
a number of students equal to at least one-half
the number of faculty. Each school shall submit
for approval to the Procedural Review Committee
and make known to a l l interested persons the
number of student representatives, their method
of selection and their term of office.
A. Purpose. The purpose of the Assembly
is to provide faculty and students with a means
of raising and discussing issues of general concern
to the School or College, of discussing the
School's or College's mission and objectives,
and of making recommendations to the Council,
the Permanent Standing Committees, or to committees
of the Council.
B. Meetings. The Dean shall call a meeting
of the Assembly at the beginning of each Fall
term, and at such other times as he considers
desirable, or upon petition by at .least 20 % of
the faculty or student members. Meetings shall
be open except that observers may speak only during
a specified period of time determined by the
Assembly. The Dean or his representative shall
preside.
-c. Rules. For purposes of making recommendations, the Assembly shall be governed by Robert's
Rules of Order, newly revised, 1970, and the
quorum for the condQct of business shall be a .
majority of the members of the Assembly.
Wien
the purpose of the meeting is simply to provide
a forum for 'discussion, the Assembly shall not
be subject to quorum requirements and the
presiding officer shall determine the rules
governing the meeting.
D. Disposition of Actions. The Dean shall
transmit all recommendations of the Assembly to
the Council or to the appropriate commi·ttee.
E. Publication. All minutes and recommendations
of the Assembly shall be promptly published .
Notices of meetings and agencies shall be published as soon as possible in advance of meetings.
F. Other Meetings. Nothing in this section
shall be considered to preclude meetings of either
stude nts or faculty separately at any time.
Section 2. Schools and Colle ges may create such
other c ommittees as are felt necessary.
S ection 3. Ex cept where otherwise indicated,
faculty and student members of S chool and College
c ommitte es shall be elected b y their p e e rs.
If
either g roup fails to ele c t its rep re se ntatives
within a r e asonab le time period, th e De a n s hall
a ppoint them.

PART III OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
ARTICLE I THE DIVISION
Section 1. Definition. Departments which offer
undergraduates, and in some cases, graduate programs, may be organized as units within a '" S chool
or College and be called Divisions. The general
faculty of e ach School or College shall have the
authority to recommend to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs the establishment change, or
discontinuance of Divisions.
Section 2~ The Director. The Director shall be
the administrative officer of the Division. He
shall be compensated in some manner commensurate
with his duties.
A. Selection. The Director shall be appointed
in accordance with procedures which are not inconsistent with those for the selection of Dean
in Part IIP Article II, Section 1, A.
B. Duties. The duties of the Direetor shall
include but not be limited to the following :
(Those functions which overlap the functions
of Departments within the Division may be shared
by the Director and the Chairmen in a manner
acceptable to them and to the Division and Department faculties.
In such cases, authority and
responsibility must reside explicitly in either
the Chairmanlor the Director.)
1. He calls and chairs Division meetings.
2. He maintains Division records.
3. He forwards the personnel recommendations of the Departments' Personnel Committees, together with his own recommendations, to
the Dean of the School or College • •
4. He is an ex officio member of
the Division's Curriculum Committee if any, and
communicates the recommendations of the Curriculum Committee together with his own recommendations,to the Dean of the School or College and/
or to the appropriate College Curriculum Review · Committee.
5. He is responsible for submitting
Budgets for the Division and for controlling the
disbursement of allocated funds.
6. He supervises the advisory system
for the Division.
7. He assists the Administration
in . the scheduling of the classes of the Division.
8. He makes every etfort to aid and
encourage the professional development of his
colleagues and graduate students within the Division.
9. He makes every effort to mediate
personal and professional disagreements within
the Division and to verify and seek remedies for
complaints.
10. He makes salary recommendations
to the Dean in consultation with Department
chairmen for members of his Division.

ARTICLE I I THE FACUL1Y OF ASSOCIATE STUDIES
Section 2. The Dean of Associate Degree Studies.
The Dean of Associate Degree Studies shall b e
the administrative officer of the Eaculty of
Associate Studies and shall be responsible for
planning, developing, and administering less
than baccalaureate programs.
A. Appointment. The Dean shall be appointed
in accordance with procedures which are not inconsistent with those for selection of Dean in
Part II, Article II, Section 1, A.
B. Duties. He shall administer the associate
degree programs of the University.

ARTICLE III THE FACUL1Y OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Section 1. Definition. The faculty of Graduate
Studies shall consist of all faculty appointed
to that group by the President.
Section 2. The Dean of Graduate Studies.
The Dean of Graduate Studies shall be the administrative officer of the Faculty of Graduate
studies and shall be responsible for planning,
developing, and coordi~ating acatlemic programs
at the graduate level ·wnich are offered by the
major academic units of the University.
A. Appointment. The Dean shall he appointed
in accordance with procedures which are not inconsistent with those for selection of Dean in
Part II, Article II, Section 1, A.
B. Duties. He shall administer the graduate
programs of the University.
S ection 3. The Graduate Advisory Committee.
A. Th e . Graduate Advisory Committee will r e v i ew a n d make re comme ndations to th e Dean o f
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Graquate Studies on all policies pertaining to
graduate programs.
B. Membership. The Graduate Advisory Committee ,shall consist of the Dean of Graduate studies,
ex officio, six graduate faculty members elected
by the Graduate Faculty, one undergraduate faculty
member to be appointed by the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and one gradua·te student to
be elected from among. the graduate student body.
C. Term.
1. The ~erm of office for elected
faculty members shall be two years, and no elected
faculty member shall serve .f or more than two consecutive full terms. At the first meeting of
the committee the elected members separately shall
divide themselves by lot into two classes so that
each year the terms of half of them shall expire.
2. The remaining members of the committee shall serve one year renewable terms.

PART IV IBE UNIVERSITY
ARTICLE I IBE

co~c IL

tv1AINE AT PORTLAND-GORHAM
r-

OF IBE ~IVERS I TY OF

Section 1. Authority. Ultimate legal control of
the University is vested by law in the Board of
Trustees. Administrative responsibility for the
operation of the University is delegated by the
Peard of Trustees to the Chancellor, the President,
and to such other officers of th~ University as
the President may designate.
Section 2. Establishment. There shall be established a body known as the Council of the Univer- 1
sity of Maine at Portland-Gorham hereinafter referred to as the Council.
Section 3. Purpose and Jurisdiction. The purpose
of the Council is to provide the President and
other administrative officials with the benefit
of systematic consultation with members of the
University community. The Council shall have
plenary jurisdiction to investigate, discuss,
and make recommendations concerning any matter
submitted to it by the President or by any member of the University community.
Section 4. Funding. Funds for the operation of
__the Council shail be provided for by th~ Uni versi ty.
Section 5. Membership. Only duly qualified members
of the Council shall exercise the powers, prerogatives, and responsibilities of membership in
the Council. The membership of the Council shall
consist of the following seventeen persons:
A. Ex officio members: The President, the
Vice Pres1dent •·for Academic Affairs, and the Vice
President for Student Affairs shall be members
of the Council, ex officio.
B. Appointed members: The President shall
appoint any two (2) persons from within or without the. University to full membership of the
Council.
C. Elected Members: Six (6) members of ·the
faculty and six (6) students shall be elected
to serve on the Council as provided in Article
tv below.
1. Faculty. All. members of the faculty
are eligible to serve on the Council except that
no more than two elected faculty members shall
come from any one College or School. The faculty
consists of all persons in the ranks of Instructor,
Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and
Professor holding full-time appointmen"bs from
the President of the University.
2. Students. All students in the
University are eligible to be elected to, membership in the Council, but at no time shall more
than one elected student member be a part-time
student as defined in b . below.
a. For purposes of this docµment, full-time students are those who are enrolled in any degree program in the University
and who are registered in courses carrying at
least ten qegrees credits, or students who are
enrolled in any graduate degree program in the
University and who are registered in courses
carrying at least seven degree credits.
b. For purposes of this document, part-time students are those who are enrolled
in any course carrying degree credit but who
are not full-time students urider a above.
D. Term: All terms commence on Mayland
end on April 30 except where a special election
has been held to f±ll a vacancy, in which case
the term begins on the first day of the month

next following the special election.
1. Elected -Faculty: · The term of
office for an elect~d faculty member shall be
two years. At the first meeting of the Council,
the six faculty councillors shall, by lot, divide
themselves into two classes so that each year
thereafter the terms of three of them shall expire. No elected faculty councillor shall serve
more than two full terms in succession.
2. Elected Students,, The term of
office for an elected student member shall be
one year. No elected student councillor shall
serve more than four full terms in succession.
3. Appointed Members: The term of
office for an appointed member shall be one year.
No person shall be appointed to more than four
successive terms.
' E. Vacancies: If the seat of all elected
councillor shall for any reason become vacant
before February 1 of any year, a special election
shall be held. If such vacancy occurs on or after February l of any year, .the seat shall be
filled temporarily, by
majority vote of the
couneillor~, until the regular April elections
when it shall be filled as provided in Article
IV below.
Section 6. Officers. At its first meeting after
each regular annual election, the Council shall
elect from among its membership a chairman who
shall be an elected member of the Council, and
a secretary. For purposes of calling the fi~st
meeting and conducting the election of a chairman
each year, the President of the University or
his pepresentative shall act as chairman pro
tempore.
A. Chairman. The chairman shall serve as
the Council's executive officer, call and preside over meetings, supervise the preparation
and distribution of the agenda, and exercise all
other privileges and re~ponsibilities necessary
and proper to the discharge of the duties of his
office. In instances where the chairman is unable to perform the responsibilities of his office, the secretary shall appoint, by and with
the advice and consent of the Council, a chairman pro tempore from among the elected members
qf the Council.
B. Secretary. The secretary shall be responsible for alr the usual duties pf a seeretary
including keeping and publishing the minutes,
maintaining the committee £:iles, supervising the
distribution of any and all committee communi_c ations and reports to the University community.
The ~ecretary shall also perform the duties of
a treasurer arid report at least annually on the
financial status ~of the Council.
c. Compensation. The chairman and the s ecretary shall be compensated in some manner c ommensurate with- their duties.
D. Staff. · The Council shall be p r ovided
with . stenographic and other staff as deemed
necessary.
Section 7. Meetings. The Council shall meet regularly and at the call of its chairman or at
the call of the President of the University or
at the call of any three members of the Council
acting jointly. Members shall be notified of
meetings at least seve11 days in advance of each
meeting, except in the case of emerge?CY or
special meetings which may be· called upon reasonable notice and for which the only permissible
order of business shall be that which is plainly
germane to the agenda item for which the meeting
is called. In any regular meeting, the agenda
should be prepared and distributed with the
notice of the meeting and should include any
item submitted by any member of the University
community for Council consideration. The Council
may delay- placement of items on its agenda for
no other reason than to seek clarification as
to the nature of the issue in question. Meetings
should be held whenever possible during normal
business hours at a time and place designed to
provide the University community with a maximum
opportunity to attend. The meetings of the Council
shall be open except when, by two-thirds vote
of those present and voting, they shall dec i de
to go into executive session•
Sections. · Rules. The Council has plenary jurisdiction to develop its own rules of procedure
insofar as they are not inconsistent with this
document. On any issue for which ther e is not

a
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an alreaqy existing rule, the Council shall be
governed by Roberts' Rules of Order, newly revised,
1970. ' The quorum for the conduct of business
shall be a majority of the members of the Council.
Section 9. Publication. All minutes and reports
of the Council and its committees shall b e regularly
and promptly published. All agendas of the Council
and its committees shall be published as soon
as possible in advance of meetings.

ARTICLE II: _ COM"lITTEES
Section 1. Permanent Standing Committees. There
shall be established five p ermanent standing committees of the University. Each committee shall
ele ct its own c hairman at its first meeting after
th e annual University election. For purposes ,
of calling and conducting the first meeting, the
chairman of the Council shall serve as chairman
pro t e mpore of each permanent standing committe e .
All members of the faculty are eligible to serve
o n permanent standing committees except that no
more than two elected faculty memb e rs shall c ome
from any one College or S chool. Vac a nci e s for
p e rmanent standing commi tte es shall be filled
by the Council consistently with all rul e s for
eligibility of membership .
A. The Procedural Review Committee.
1. Purpose. The Procedural Review
Committee shall review procedures developed by
by various elements of the University as prov ided
in this document. The criteria for the committee's r e vi e w shall i nclude but not b e limited
·t o (a) spe cific limitations enumerated elsewhere
~n this document {b) the principles reflected
by the preamble to thi s document and (c) considerations of fairness and efficiency peculiar
to the context in which th e procedure is designed
to 9perate.
2. Membership. The membership of
the Procedural Review Committee shall consist
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs or
his representative, ex officio; four faculty members as defined in Part IV, Article I, Section
5, C, 1, above, electeq as provided in Article
IV below, provided that no more than one student
member shall be a p art-time student as defined
in Part IV, Article I, Section 5, C, 2, b, above;
and two administrators appointed by the President
of the University.
3. Term. The term of office shall
Be two years for faculty and administrative members and one year for student members. No faculty
or administrative member shall serve more than
two consecutive full terms and no student member
shall serve more than four cons.ecutive full terms.
At the first meeting of the committee, the appointed and elected members separately shall divide themselves yb lot into two classes so that
each year the terms of half of them shall expire.
B. Judiciary Committee.
1. Purpose. The judiciary committee
shall administer the disciplinary code of the
University of Maine system and shall from tome
to time make recommendations to the system-wide
Disciplinary Code Review Board for changes and
improvements in the Code.
2. Membership. The membership of
the Judiciary Committee shall consist of two
administrators, appointed by the President; two
faculty members as defined in Part IV, Article I,
Section 5, C, 1, above, ~lected as provided in
·Article IV below; four students as defined in
Part IV, Article I, Section 5, C, 2, a, above,
elected as provided however, that no more than
one student member at any one time shall be a
part-time student as defined in Part IV, Article
I, Section 5, C, 2, b.
3. Term. The term of office shall
be two years for faculty and administrative members and one year for student members. No faculty
or administrative member shall serve more than
two consecutive full terms and no student member
shall serve more than four consecutive full terms.
At the first meeting of the committee, the appointed and elected members separately shall divide
themselves by lot into two classes so that each
year the terms of half of them sball expire.
C. The Student Affairs Committee.
1. Purpose. The S tudent Affairs
Committee shall be responsible fo r all functions
normally associated with student government including, but not limited to, the conduct of
social affairs, the certification or sponsorship

of student publications, the chartering of various
student social, political, fraternal, and other
organizations, and sha-1 further be responsible
for reviewing and making policy recommendations
concerning all areas of student life except those
falling within traditional concepts of academic
requirements such as degree requirements, course
prerequisites, and the like. The committee's
jurisdiction shall include, but not be limited
to matters of advising and counseling, housing,
food service, placement, and the planning and
administration of recreational f ac ilities and
activities. On matters over wh'ich the Counc il
c laims jurisdiction, the S tudent Affa irs Committee should normally defe r, but on matters of gr e at
importance it may proceed ..,.i nde pendently of and
additionally ot the Council and make any a pprop riate recommendations.
2 . , Membership. The memb ership of
th e S tudent Affairs Committee shall consist of
the Vice P resident for S tudent Affairs , ~ officio ,
two administrators appointed by --t he Preside nt
of the University; two faculty members as d e fin e d
in Part IV, Article I, S ection 5, C, 1, above ,
to be elected as provided in Article IV below;
and fourteen students as defined in Part IV,
Article I, Section 5, C, 2, a, above, elected
at large as provided in Article IV below, provided, however, that no more than one at-large
~tudent member shall be a prrt-time student as
defined in Part IV, Article I, Section 5, C, 2,
b, above.
3. Term. The term of office shall
be two years for faculty a·n d administrative
members and one year for student members. No
faculty or administrative member shall serve more
than two consecutive full terms and no student
member sn all serve more than four consecutive
full terms. At the first meeting of the committee, the a~pointed and elected me mbers sep ar~tely
shall divide themselves by lot into two classes
so that each year the terms of half of them shall
expire.
D. Advisory Committee for Innovative Lea~ning
Practices.
1. Purpose. The purpose of the
Advisory Committee for Innovat_ive Learning Practices is to allocate funding for new approaches
to learning. The University shall provide a
fund fo~ allocation by the Committee. Teh Committee shall not fund equipment or supplies if
duplicate funds are available from other sources.
2. Membership. The membership of
the Committee shall consist of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs,~ officio; one student
from each School and each College; one faculty
member from each School or College to be elected
by the faculty of that School or College. ~lections shall be conducted pursuant to rules developed by each constituency, subject to review
and approval by the Procedural Review Committee.
3. Term. The term of office shall
be two years for faculty and administrative members. No faculty or administrative member shall
serve more than two consecutive full terms and
no student member shall serve more than four
consecutive full terms. At th e first meeting
of the committee, the appointed and elected members separately shall divide th e mselves by lot
into two classes so ' that each year -the terms of
half of them shall expire.
E. ~dvisory Committee for Re search.
1. Purpose. · The purpose o f the Advisory Committe e for Research is to provide,
where possible, profitable coordination among
university, state , and area research interests;
to stimulate through start-up grants, the solution
of basic and applied problems of local concern
to encourage, by _means of assistantships, p a rticipation by students in res e~r c h projects both on
and off campus.
2. Membership. The membership of
the Advisory Committee for Research sha-1 consist
of the Vice President for Acade mic Affairs, the
Vice President for Public Service, the Dean of
the Graduate Studies, the Federal Grant C9ordinator, a l l ~ officio; four membe rs of the graauate
faculty from each School, all to be electe d by
their respective colleagues unde r p r ocedures t o
be delevoped by each unit sub ject to t h e r eview
a p d approval o f the P ro cedural Rev i e w Committe e .
The Vice Pre s i dent f o r Acad e mic Af f airs s h a l l
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appoint two student members to this committee.
3. Term. The term of office shall
be two years for faculty and administrative members and one year for student members. No faculty
or administrative member shall serve more than
two consecutive full terms and no student -member
shall serve more than four consecutive full terms.
At the first meeting of the committee, the appointed and elected members separately shall divide
themselves by lot . . into two 'classes so that each
year the terms of half of them shall expire.
Section 2. _Ad Hoc Faculty Grievance Committees.
Upon written petition by an -aggrieved member of
the faculty, the Council shall create an Ad Hoc
Faculty Grievance Committee consisting of three
faculty members to investigate facts surrounding
the claimed g~ievance and . to prepare a report
incorporating, where possible, specific recommendations. Copies of the report should go directly to the President, all other administrators
or personnel committees involved and to the aggrieved faculty member.
Section 3. Ad Hoc Administrator Search Committees.
The Council shall constitute such ad hoc search
committees as from time to time become necessary
to organize and conduct searches for Presidents
and Vice Presidents of the University. Such
committees should be broadly representative of
all segments of the University academic community.
Se ction 4. Ad Hoc Administrator Review Committees.
Every three years after initial appointment, the
President, the Vice President, Deans, Directors,
and such other administrators as the Council determines shall be evaluated by committees whose
membersh ip and procedures shall be determined
by the Council and subject to approval by the
Procedur al Review Committee. The findings and
recommendations of such committees shall be transmitted to the Council
Se ction 5. Other Committees. The Council shall
have ple nary power to constitute such other
standing and special committees as it shall from
time to time deem necessary. The size, jurisdiction ~and composition of such committees shall
be determined by the Council. Membership of ~uch
committees shall be determined by the Council.
Members of such committees shall be appointed
by the chairman of the Council by 'and with the
advice and consent of the Council.
• -

ARTICLE III

Section 1.

ELECTIONS

Time:
A. Regular ,Elections. The regular
elections shall be heid each y~ar during the
first week in April to choose members of the
Council and each of the Permanent Standing Comm~ttees; to SW?mit to the University community
any proposed amendment to these procedures purs uant to Part V below; and to submit to the
University community such questions as the Council may, in its discret i on , choose to propound.
B. Special Elections. Special elections shall be held as soon as praticable after
they become necessary under the provisions of
Part IV, Article I, Section 5, E.
Section 2. Election Commissioner. The Registrar
of the University shall be Election Commissioner,
ex officio. The Registrar's office shall provide such clerical and other support as shall
become necessary for the discharge of the duties
of the office of Election Commissioner.
Section 3. Nominations:
A. :i:aculty Members. When three or fewer
faculty members are to be elected to the Council
or any permanent standing committee, the faculty
of each School and College may nominate one faculty member eligible under Part IV, Article 1,
Section 5, c, 1, for election to the Council
and each permanent standing committee. When
four or more faculty members are to be elected
to the Council or any permanent standing committe e , the faculty of e'a ch School and College may
nominate up to two · faculty members eligible under
Part IV, Article I, Se ction 5, C, 1, for election
to the Council and each permanent standing committee. The Dean of each School or College making nominations shall be responsible for communicating, in writing, to the Election Cornrnis ·s ioner,
the names • of ·'.: he nominee (s) from his School or
College at least seven school days in advance
of t he day of e ~ecti on.
B. Student Members. To be nominated f or
e lection to t he Council , a student must fi le with

the Election Commissioner, at least seven school
days in advance of the day of the election, a
petition endorsing his candidacy., bearing the
signatures of fifty or more student~ as defined
in Part IV, Article I, Section 5, c, 2, above.
To be nominated for election to a Permanent
Standing Committee, a student must file with
the Election Commissioner, at least seven school
days in advance of the day of the election, a
petition endorsing his candidacy, bearing the
signatures of twenty-five or more students as
defined in Part IV, Article I, Section 5, C, 2,
above.
Section 4. Conduct of Elections:
A. Ballots. Election shall be by secret
written ballot to beprepared by the Election
Commissioner.
B. Polling Places. A sufficient number of
polling places to permit convenient voting shall
be open fr-om 8:30 a.m. until 8:30 p.m. on the
day of the Election.
c. Advisory Opinions. The Commissioner
may require the Procedural Review Committee
to provide advisory opinions as to the propriety
of procedures about which the Election Commissioner
is in doubt.
D. Votin9:
1. Election of Faculty. Each faculty
member, as de.f ined above, will be enti °):led to
cast a number of ballots equal to the number of
faculty councillors to be elected, provided that
each ballot be cast for a different faculty
nominee.
2. Election of Student~. Each fulltime student, as defined above, shall be entit led
to cast as many votes as there are persons to
be elected to each office . Each part-time student, as defined above, shall be entitled to cast
one- half as many votes as there are persons ,to
be elected to each office. A student may cast
his votes in any combination whatever.
3. Results. The Election Commissioner
shall declare elected those candidates for each
office wRo receive a plurality of the votes cast.
In any election where the plurality is equal to
less than one percent of the votes cast for that
office, a recount may be had upon request of any
candidate apparently defeated by such a pluraiity.
In any election apparently ending in a tie, a
recount shall ]:je conducted before .· a runoff is
ordered.
During any recount, disputed ballots
shall be held aside and :not counted. v!'lere,
after a recount, the number of disputed ballots
exceeds the plurality of the apparent winner,
the Election Commissioner shall require the Chairman of the Council ot appoint an ad hoc committee
of disinterested persons to determine the validity
of any disputed ballot and to declare the winner.
4. Referenda . Each faculty member
and each full~time student shall be entitled to
cast one vote and each part-time student shall
be entitled to cast one-half vote on proposals
ot amend these procedures as provided by Part
Vandon que~tions proponed by t~e Council und~r
Part IV, Article III, Section I, A, above.

The remaining parts to the draft dealt
with amending procedures and a mandatory review committee to be established to do what is
necessary to revamp, restyle or rewrite whatever
is necessary in this document after a trial per!od.
Open Hearings will be held between 3 p.m. and
5 p.m. on both, campuses: Luther Bonney Auditorium
in Portland and Hastings Formal Lounge in Gorham.
Department and Discipline hearings will be
Wednesday and Thursday afternoon. The Student Senates
will have hearings Friday between 1 and 3.
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Dear Editor:
This epistle of discontent and
An Open Letter To Mrs. Costello:
dismay is directed at the attitudes
Lately I have been asking myand philosophy found in the letter
self this question-Am I prepared to
to the editor of the Feb. 1st issue
of the "Obs.erver" by thee 1)irector
student teach? I reluctantly answer
no. Should I be?
am a second seof Student Teaching, Dr. Carl H.
mester Ju.nior · and have talen all my
Hemple.
required courses and am now just
Somehow Dr. Hemple takes issue
filling in my major and minor with
with the statement that ''eighteen
advanced courses. Then why do . I
weeks (of student teaching) is ·a
answer No? The answer is directed
waste of time and could be spent
at Mrs. Costello and her wonderful
more piofitable in alternate student
program for Secondary Ed. Maj ors.
teaching experiences." Let's exEow are Secondary Education
amine that system as presently conMajors helped by your setup, Mrs.
stitutent in the light of the "SumCostello? From this great program
mary Report of the Task Force on
I have taken one basic education
Teacher Education." Part II of the
course-Secondary Curriculum. I
report "nasit Assumptions Concerning
cannot knock this course because
the Education" section Eighteen
the professor teaching it (Dr.
reads in part "Prospective teachers
Gutzmer) is, along with Dr. Smith,
need early, continuous and increasthe· most aware teacher in the· whole
ing professional experiences with
department -. Wha t . I am knocking is
children- "For the vast majority of
the fact that that's it-no more
students Student ~eaching will be
education courses. Pathetic!!!
the first time after three to three
Why wasn't I told that I would
and a half years of preparing to
receive a liberal ~rts program with
teach (or was the emphases "g~od"
one education course, thrown in to
grades) that they will become inprove to the world th'a.t, I was a Secvol,,ed with children in or out of a
condar Education Major?" l. have to
classroom -situation. Another feature
admit that I have received a ·g,o,od
of the. system· is the complete lack
background in ~y major and minor.
.of re-enforcement of the hewer and
Hut that is 'not the most important
more progressive ideas in Education.
reqµirement for student teaching.
Ilow many Gorham students k cow of
I should have some confidence and
Mini courses? Are they ready to inbasic understanding of the teendividualize courses such as the Black
agers that I will teach. UnfortunLiterature, American character and
ately, I do not have this confidence
Crime and Drugs courses offered at
.and understanding. I blame you Mrs.
Westbrook High School? Does a secCostello. More education courses
ond semfster senior have a chance
and actual classreom experience
to reflect on the worth of his exmight have proved me with this.
perience, his methods, his philosoThe education program may be
phy of Education and how he can betalright for Elementary Education
ter apply himself j_n the fu tere.
Majors. It may even be satisfactory
Indeed what of those poor Goc:1.-forfor Elementary Education Majors.
saken souls who discover that teachBut the education nrogram designed
ing is not for them? Another factfor Secondary Education Majors is
or is the averaging of grades for
poor and needs revision now. Wake
student teaching. How can we fairup Mrs. Costello and show a little
ly evaluate two different experienc~
concern for the Secondary Education
es: i.e. different schools, differMajors on this campus.
ent teachers, different grade levels,
Paul Whitmore
different philosophies of education,
different supervising teachers, different students and often different
subjects, with one averaged grade.
Finally, we orire at the evidence used to discredit Dr. Gutzmnr's
statement that this system is a waste
Editor:
of time and we neew changes now.
It is of my opinion and also
Dr. Pemnle does not address the cenmany of my friends that the advertral question of Student Teaching
tisement "Pregnant? Need Help?" is
as a system, c0ntaining attitudes
completely ignorant and unnecessary.
and concepts, in need of drastic change
I'm sure, first of all, that the
now. Instead we -read the question
ones who agree in supporting .thj_s
rephrased in terms of what samplw of _
advertisement know honestly or should Student teachers thought of their
find out for themselves that there
eighteen weekc, experience in terms
are other ways to handle bi t th conof whether it vras worthwhile or valtrol and that this isn't •the only
uable. Aside from being a biased
answer" as the advertisement so
sam~le, i.e., it did not contain
states.
those students who did not student
Se~ondly, I'm sure that a ,mrnan
teach, taught one semister, or poswho had an abortion could never
sihly had taught every year, etc.
keep a clear oonscious the rest
This "evidence" also fails to note
of her life, if she was anv kind of
hoth . the "Palo" and the "Horthorn
Christian, to have an "um,,;nte<l"
Effect," which means that excitchild (as many people call them)
ment and involvement destroy perkilled at her mercy! I just wonder
ceptions. Thus it would seem reahow many people would supnort ahorsonable to assume that in any survey
tions if they themselves found out
re garding teacher education most
from their parents that they were
students polled will vc te for the
a lmost called "unPl'lnted " and came
experience they had ; after alf it nrnclose ·to an abortion! Think it over
duced "me", I couldn '·t have wasted
sup'!1ortPrs!
most of my time, "I" got an A+.
Mike Smith

r

One alternat ~ve which would
he easier than most to put throu gh
the ,;normal . approval nrocedures"
is a return t o the concept of student teachers as change-agents.
Until the ' demands of change caused
by the Second World War Gorham and
Farmington were experimental colleges
with a connected laboratory school.
In this situation, students worked
to gain insight and information that
enabled them to carry new methods
and experiences gained through research to the teijchers in the field.
Students took practice teaching in
their sophamore and junior years
for nine weel~s. The remainder of
these two semisters could be alloted
£,,r electives in Education thus providing a degree of re-enforce~ent
and relevance to the educa~ional.
process so sadly lacking in many
of our courses; educational or otherwise.
This is due not only to the fact
that it is impossihle to re-enforce
an experience one has never had and
that it is impossible to seriously
spe,,k of relavent methods when
you have never taught, bu~ also to
the fact that you a-r e· riever taught
as they (the Education Dent .) tell
you you should teach. "If you want
me to do it differently, do it to me!
As for moving through approved
channels to institute change I can
recall four proposals that were placed before the circiulum three years
ago by Mr. James Whitten--one of
the suggestions got past : he committee. The course now known as Ed. 200
was the result and credit for the
course in its present form must go
to Dr, Hemple, who hns worked very
hard to iet the course through the
rest of the adoptive process. Powever, some of the proposals were
turned down were of equal or greater merit but- crushed by arguments
that they could not be fitted into
the existing structure of student
teaching.
The question is whose job is
it to change the structure. Tne
attitude behind the letter of the
Director of Student Teaching is
generally one ?f defence of the status-quo with an option for orderly
(and damn slow) change. Perhaps it
is wrong to assume that the administrat:ton of this -whole college should
act rather than react to pressure
for change? Is it for the st~dents
and faculty to bring about change
through their actions? In the fin- .
al anal'ysis, is it not up to the administration to set tone for inovation and change and not just accepting it as it comes?
Sneaking of student teachers,
the Task Force says, 11 \!e have talked
to him about the school where students
are responsible for their own learning making decisions in nartnership
with teachers d10 are themselves
learners, demonstrate dai_ly the joys
of discovery. They have said it
will happen in some idealized future.
It ·1s not for him now. Fe must
submit to the required cours,! the
required term -papers (the required
_;ournal, the reauired sociogram)
the battle for grades.
This is the challanr.e, What
are we going to Jo now, what are we
going to do f~onday morning???
Regards,
Jo hn !! . Short il l

___________________________ ________________________________________
.;.._
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"Thank God He Didn't Stop .

Janis Joplin: Pearl - Columbia KC - 30322 - $5,79
This will go down in hsitory
as one of the finest exarrples of
_white blues available to the public.
"Get It While You Can", "Move over"
and "Cry Baby" are given performances that are searing with passion and energy. The back-up group
Full Tilt l;3oogie is one of the
tightest ensembles that I have
heard on an album of its genre.
All in all this record is a superglorious tribute to a perforrrer mo
will be sorely missed because of
her incredible contribution to contercporary music.
Bob Dylan: New Morning - Columbia KC-30290 - $5.79
Another album to be nominated
for one of the ten best re~ords of
the year is this latest offering
from a man ¼ho played such a vital
part in the various transfo:rnations
that contenporary music has undergone in the past eight years. He
signalled the change away from the .
night-club professionalism of such
folk-groups as the Kingston Trio
to a purer, rrore earthy style of
performing in the grand tradition
of such troubadeurs as Leadbelly,
Pete Seeger, and ·Wx>dy Guthrie

Satie does attach titles to
the works but trying to relate
them to the music would be futile.
There is a chorale into which he
puts everything he knows about boredom. It would be a disservice to
the carposer to try to explain the
other works because as Sat ie once
said about o.~e of the Ccrrq:x)Sitions
i ncluded on this record ( "Embryons
diseches" a depiction of three
imaginary species of crustaceans)
"This work is incomprehensible,
even to rre •. Perhaps I want to be
hurrorous. That would not surprise
ire and be pretty much in rey manner."
Listen to the music for its own
sake and forget about pictoral
interpretations
and I can guarentee
Satie: Piano ¼brks - William
the
.pleasure
you
receive from this
Masselos, piano - ItcA - I.SC - 3127
record
will
be
intensely
gratifying,
- $5.79.
In
addition,
those
of
you
¼ho might
Everyone talks about doing
·
want
to
make
Satie
an
identity
figtheir own thing these days. Well,
ure
could
draw
little
comfort
from
boys and girls, there was a charachow he s1.lll1red up his life .as it was
ter ¼ho lived from about 1868 to
drawing to a close: "When I was
1925 who devoted his entire career
young,
they kept telling me to wait;
to this rrotto and as far as he was
wait
and
you will see ; Well, here
concerned, the rest of the world
I
am,
and
I have seen nothing."
could go to hell. One of the pieces
Thank GcxI he didn't stop doing his
on this album, 'G!mopede No. 1 which
own thing mile waiting.
dates from J.888 is the sarre work
that Blood, Sweat, and Tears used
in their "Variations on a Therre
by Erik Satie".

Kingston, R.I.-(I.P.)

Court judge issueq a permanent
injunction against government

printing and distribution of a
list of 65 persons labeled by
the Internal Security Committee
as "radical revolutionary" speakers on campuses during the last
academic year. The list was described by Judge Gerhard A. Gesell

as damaging to the individuals
named and to the right of free
speech.

The University of Rhode Issand was one of 179 U.S. colleges
and universities asked by the

Committee to submit lists of its
campus speakers.

Ninety-five,

including URI, complied.
Last year' s lectures re-

peatedly drew capacity audiences.
This year, Mr. Horan said, the
picture is different. "The lecture business is dying on most
campuses. The booking agencies
think it's about over. Nixon
makes a couple of concessions in
Vietnam .and the war isn't an issue any more. The war isn't an
issue, so nothing's an issue. The
students are just d~opping out of
the world around them and sti cking

• •

and, in -addition, created lyrics
¼hich evoked the fragmented contradictory nature of life in the sixties.
Then, he added electrical instrurrents to his arrangements and started
a phenorrenon known as folk-rock.
About 1969, he rroved his forces
to Nashville where he recorded
one of the finest country albums
(Nashville Skylines) to be heard
by anyone. Now he has released a
collection of numbers utilizing
such elerrents as late-fifties bop,
gospel and blues. His voice has
aquired a certain nasal quality
that makes for better listening.
Highly recomrended.

Radicals Not Chic
, As College Speakers
The chairman of the Student
Lecture Committee at the University of Rhode Island thinks the
House Internal Security Committee .
is beating a dead horse.
"Radical speakers were last
year's thing," said Kevin Horan,
a political science major. "There's
no interest in them this year.
The lecturers students want to
hear now are William F. Buckley
and Paul Ehrlich, the author of
'The Population Eomb. '"
Last fall, a U.S. District

,,

their heads into the math books."
As examples of failing interest, Mr. Horan cited small
audiences drawn by the first two
lectures of this year's series.
Toby Moffet, who· resigned in the
spring as President Nixon's youth
adviser, had an audience of 300.
The second speaker, Joseph "Chip"
Yablonski, attracted only 125
persons.
. Of the speakers listed by
the Internal Security Committee,
two had spoken at URI as part of
a lively Student Lecture Series
which brought figures including
Art Buchwald, Robert Welch, Adam
Clayton Powell, William Kunstler,
Mark Hatfield and Mark Rudd to
this campus last year.
Another speaker listed by
the Congressional committee was
at URI under cosponsorship of the
athletic and history departments.
A fourth, who is an editor of the ·
Saturday Review of Literature was
at URI for a summer lecture in
1969. He was cited by the Committee for his membership in the
Committee to Abolish H.U.A.C.
The House Un-American Activities
Committee, renamed, now the House
Internal Security Committee .
"No one has ever attempted
t o dictate to the Student Lecture
Series what speakers to invite,"
said Mr. Horan. The Student Lecture Committee operates with money from students and receives no
University funds.
Finally, Mr. Horan said,
"ther_e are still a few big names
who might draw. The bigge st de mand is for Paul Ehrli ch , "but he
doesn't; accept m,any l ecture-:;;."

SUMMER JOBS
The Placerrent Office has recently received two publications pertii;-e nt to
surnrer employrrent. The "SUMMER EMPIDYMENT DIRECI'ORY OF THE UNITED
STATES" lists 90,000 surnrer joos for
1971 and the "Directory of overseas
Surnrer Jobs" lists over 50,000 vacancies on a world-wide basis. Both
publications are available for your
reference in the Placerrent Office.
You are strongly encouraged to start
making plans for your surnrrer job now.
NEEDED
Either 2 girls to help this surnrer at
Prout's Neck; one to cook ~done
helper to "do" upstarts @$60 each.
OR One girl to cook @$75.00.
For rrore info:rnation and an interview
contact Barbara carter in the Music
Dept. here at Gorham.

special
Six movies which fall under the
category of 11 will-never-make - it-tothe-Sunday-great-show-but-are worthseeing" will be screened at the Gorham campus during February, March,
and April.
The series begins February 22
· with a Charlie Chaplin flic. Animal
Farm and Breathdeath -will follow March
-,.-war of the Worlds, The Force of
Evil, and the original Phantom of the
Opera will been shown in weeks to come.
Each showing ,will be in Bailey
Auditorium at 7:30. Admission is
50¢ per film or $2.00 for the entire
series.
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Op ini ons on the
state of affairs
at UMPG and else-

Ry Linda Trask

The new extended narietals have
been in effect for one 1·1eek nov1 at
Gorham Camnus. We have all thus
had a ouick alirnnse into the future
livinn conditions. It seems that
of the students who ans wered this
v1eek 1 s riuestion, "Do you believe the
extended narietals have nroven to
be a blesc;ino or a nroclem?" all have
found the new situation causina few
or no nrohlerns.
I th ink that so far, the parietals have l ived up to the expectations of the proponents. Down
at the Towe rs, there hasn't been
anv extens i ve noise or trouble with
th~ new hours, in fact, it's been
alot ouieter during the week now! ·
J think that if these hours continue
to remain quiet and controlled, t·hen
we 'll be ready to extend the parietals
to 24 hours and then to C6-ed Eousinr,
Ha ry Lunney- Freshman

The extended parie tal E!,_ have most
~ertainiy proved to he a hl~ssinr.
I for one am ~lad that I can invite
fri e nds to my room instead of ~eeting them at the library or the lounge.
It's about time Gorham rises ahove
the "Normal School" tradition and
allows its students to intermin~le
on a basis of personal convenience.
I'm sure the freer attitide will be
conducive to better understandin~
and communication.
Norman P. Lessard- Senior

. There will be a sp ecial me eti n~g or'
the Drama Club on Monday, Feb. 15
at 7 pm in Russ el 1 Hall _ All members
ar e urged to att enrl •••. Details o f
the Yal e Drama Festi val will b e
announr e~. New member s a re wel rome .

**********

Mr. John Car ey , Dire ,.. tor of_T.egisl ati vP
Res ear ~h for the Human Relati on s Bu -eau
in Portlan rl , will SD eak in Anrl e rson
Fir e sirl e lo unge this Tues0ay at 6 :~0.
Soonsor erl by the Religious Affairs
Club, th e tooi ~ will be abo r tion.
The extended parietals are really All a re invit e~ to att end and par tioat e ,
great. Although some students have
taken advantage of them, in a few
weeks the no"velty will wear off and
they.. will start to settle down again.
I ;i,m flad the parietals were extended so I can use them when J want.
So lets not lose them.
Kirk Rau- Freshman

In an overall view, I believe
the extended parietals have nroven
to be a b lessing, although I think
the word blessing connotates more I
of a gift than a better situation.
The- extended -parietals have alievi ated some of the time factors hut even
so there still is the curfew. This
bit with separated floor parietals
(i.e. Upton- Hastings) is totally
rediculous, although as long as all
the floor members are in agreement.
On the whole the extension of
.
they should set their own standards.
parietals has heen an aid to the
Naturally,
problems will arise, as
furth e r g rowth of the campus, socially
they
do
with
all other things, ~ut
and educationally, though not necesI'm
sure
these
can be resolved in
sarily in that order. This move,
due
time.
on the hands of the administration,
Kathy Greene- Freshman
is hut one step cloier to 24 hr. par~
ietals and co-e-d housing, the ultimate in the healthy living situations.
I am sure that parietals can be a
Extended parietals, as far as I'm
oro"blern to the student who cannot say
concerned, have proven to be a bleFs . No J ve r ot to stud y" to his rirling. Most people are quite aware
friend. Als9 it can be a problem
of the difficulty of finding a
when one student does not have the
pl~ce to be alone on this campus.
consideration to teen quiet so others
About the only place to ~e alone and
can study.
comfortable is in your room. Now
In conclusion, if we look on
that dorm rooms are open to the opparietals as a blessing, and resnect
posite sex for a substantial part
the advantage s of this gift, we will
of each d~y , the privacy nroblem
soon achieve our ultimate goal, a
has been reduced.
living situation with avenues of choice
Roomates m1.~t of course decide
for all students.
upon use of their individual room.
Sorren R. Arenson- Senior
My own philosophy is that a couple
should not monopolize a room. They
I think His a little premature
must respect the roomates m-m ri ght
to actually say one way or the other
· to privacy and a place ;o study.
because the extension on parietals
Having girls in my dormitory
has only been in effect for a week.
regularly has presented no great difI think that as long the students
ficulty to anyone. Things are no
are appreciative of their roommate
louder or more disturbing than btforc.
and other people on the florir then
·As · long as parietals aren't extended
parietals wi ll be very wor.th,~hile
to 24 hrs. I will be quite happy.
and beneficial for almost everyone.
There I could foreseci problems.
In my ovm particular case, the girl s
In gene ral, I am happy with the
on my wing c1re . all very close a n_d .
nrw parietal~ and I congratulate
no one hesi ta tes t6 ;ay 'tlfa t . a r,~co'r:',d those who worked for them.
player is t oo. loud -:or a party
~et7'-,
Nicliael Luce- freshman
ting to rowdy . It is this openness : ,
that we share and the concern for
the kids wh9 are studying that makes
parietals a blessing so to speak for
~s. I thi~k it is . a privilege that
could easily be abused b~t i believe that fo r the most part sturlents will take the initiative to
make it work. And I hope that if
this new extension proves to be a
Mr. "G" Shopping Center
success, we will take another step
Gorham
and abolish all curfews completely.
Chickie Cosick- Freshman
~

Looking foredeck on Delta Ch i' s
winning s culpture . ..
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And S & H
Green Stamps Too!
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base a concrete opinion.
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Accomplishment at a
Philosophic Level

SECOND ANNUAL S'IUDENT POEI'RY
CCMPETITION

The Maine State Comnission on the
Arts and the Humanities will sponsor
a second annual poetry competition
The OBSERVER interviewed Dick
and beneficial changes to the campus
open both to students attending Maine
Dyer last week as he prepared to step cormruni ty. " Sare people say all we've colleges and to Maine residents enout of the senate post he has held
acconplished is presenting concerts ... rolled at out-of-state colleges.
since last May, the Presidency.
culturally the concerts have provided a wide spectrum of entertainThe success of the 1970 ccmpetition,
OBSERVER---Why did you resign from
rrent from broadly accepted Chicago
in which over 700 poems were submitthe Senate?
to Frank Zappa .•. But in my mind the
ted, proved conclusively t..1-iat not
number one acconplishrrent was the
only was there a strong interest in
Dyer---'Ihe reasons were twofold.
idea that when people are put in a
the art, but that Maine undergradOne, I need to go out and work this
situstion where they have to work on
uates are writing poetry equal in
their own and together with other
semester to get rroney for rent and
excellence to that produced at any
to support my living expenses in
people, they can be changed.
university or college in the country .
order to go to school. This reI have failed in not being able
to complete this concept of working
quired rre to pick up a job with
The ground rules- for the 1971 canv.:ork study that requires a great
together as thoroughly 'as I'd like
petition will be the same as last
deal of my tirre-the prirre working
to-·-which could have been done with
year's: (1), equal prizes of $25.00
hours of the day. It isn't fair
rrore tirre. It would be nice if each
will be aw~ded 10 winners whose
for rre to miss so ·much tirre and
of the Sepators could be granted a
work will be chosen by a panel of
shirk my responsibilities to the
weak academic load and still recieve
three jurors, themselves widely pubsenate (which I would have done).
credits for their term in senate belished Maine poets; (2), a contestThe second reason was an acacause of their involverrent that is
ant may sul:rnit three poems, preferdemic reason. I have a strong denecessary to carry out the best posably short lyrics.
sire to go on to grad school and
sible v.:ork and do a good job. Y€
it is necessary for rre to bring my
have also failed in not being able
The prize poems, to be published in
accurre up to a level where I can
to reach rrore people than we did.
May 1971 in a handsorrely designed
be accepted at a good school. And
booklet, will be sent to all Arts
also the need to get into my area
. OBSERVER---[X) you plan to becorre inCouncils in the United States, to -all
and really learn. These are the
volved in student governrrent next
Maine libraries, and will be made
year?
available to anyone who writes the
only reasons for my resignation.
I love the senate and I wish I
Canmission office for a copy.
Dyer---It's difficult to say right
could continue. It wouldn't be
All entries (which will not be renow. I'm not sure what next year
fair for rre to hold the position
turned unless accompanied by a selfand not do anything while in the
will bring as far as a role in student governrrent is concerned. I
addressed, starrped envelope) must be
position. It v.:ouldn't be fair to
submitted by March 15, 1971 to the
v,:ou]d probably say no, I will not
myself as a person to shirk these
Maine State Corrmission on the Arts
responsibilities that I do have to- - be involved next year other than
and the Humanities, 146 State Street,
ward my own life--to get out and
from an onlooking point of view •••.
I won't be apathetic by any rreans
Augusta, Maine 04330.
try to make it and reach my goals.
but I can't be as involved ~s I
OBSERVER---M'lat do you feel were
am now.
your acconplishments and failure~
OBSERVER---What would you have done
while in your term of office?
differently?
Dyer---My best acconplishrrent of
Dyer~--If I'd known the people of
the serrester was primarily from a
the senate ••• , I 'd have placed them
philosophic standpoint. It was the
The Womens ski team oarti cioat ed
into situations where they can work
proving of the belief I have that
in the UMF Wom en's Invitational Ski
"when you work strong and hard to
rrost effectively. Unfortunately,
Me e t 1 ast Thu~s 1ay along wi t h five
it takes tirre ·:to know people ••.
bring people together to v.:ork toother Maine and New Hamoshire <:olle~es
Al. though the Gorham team finished
I v.:ould have changed a lot of
gether without assigning definite
last, the two run slalom provided
tasks, you can mike very definite
what they have done to suit personal
good experience for the next two
desires.

Women Skiers
Snowed Under

--=--

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now legal in New
York City·up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
pro~ide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member of the National Organization to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally confidential
information. There are no shots or pills to terminate a
pregnancy. These medications are intended to induce a late
period only. A good medical test is your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. Our
pregnancy counseling service will provide totally confidential .
alternatives to your pregnancy. We have a 1ong 11st of those we•

J{ & ~ Ca'Lte'L Co.
9ootwea'L /o'L the Gnti'Le <3amily

have alr,:.ady assisted should you wish to verify this service.

COPY OUR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
1-215-878-5800.

9 STATE STREET

GORHAM, MAINE 04038

Telephone 839-4844

RED/NS'

meets in early March. Sue McGary
had the best Gorham time followed
by Peggy Foote, Nanci Lane, Mary
Guana, and Priscilla Batson. First
place went to UMF's Brenda Tenney,
second to Plymouth State's Kathy
Enguess, and third to Cindy Holmes
of Bates College : Final team scores
were :
161. 2
Plymouth State
162.0
UMF
172. 0
Colby
180 . 1
Bates
190. li
Westbrook
209 . 1
UMPG

GORHAM PHARMACY, Inc.

Your College Supply Store

THE

"LOCATED ON THE SQUARE"

Rexall

Store

Prescription Specialists

Gorham, Me.

"Everything in the Line

School Supplies

Call 839-4541

of Fine Italian Foods

Cosmetics
Hallmark Cards

and

Hot Sandwiches"

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK Call 839-3765

Fine Candies
"One of Maine's Finest Stores"
104 Main St.
Phone 839-3160

Gorham
839-3738

